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ACES OVERVIEW
• Product: Air Cargo Explosives Screener (ACES), able to screen explosives
while cargo is in “bulk” form, in particular complete trucks at the airport
entrance,
• Technology: Explosives Trace Detection (ETD) in the vapor mode, based on
the integration of Differential Thermal Desorbtion (DTD), Secondary Electro
Spray Ionization (SESI), Differential Mobility Analysis (DMA), and API
Tandem Mass Spectrometry (API MS/MS),
•Advantages: ACES accomplishes two simultaneous goals: increase security
through a higher PoD than current technologies, and reduce screening costs and
delays to values well below present operations,
• Development stage: Equipment in the certification process in EU Nations,
• Present performance: Minimum RDX detectable alarm: 0.03 ppq (parts per
quadrillion), equal to 3∙10-17 atm,
•Company: SEADM, Morpho and CARTIF created in 2008 a Joint venture
(SEDET), aimed at development of explosive detection equipments.
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ACES SOLUTION
SEDET has developed an explosive screener for air cargo (ACES), whose aim
is to solve problems generated by present legislation, present screening costs,
and state-of-the-art technologies.
ACES delivers a radical improvement from present explosive screening
procedures:
• 100% of air cargo is inspected at the airport entrance,
• Screening is done directly on the truck prior to discharge,
• Screening is completed in a single operation in a few minutes,
• Screenings costs are many times lower than present-day operations,
• PoD and FAR improve considerably over present day performances.
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Advantages of vapor detection
•

•

•

•

•

Sampling vapors directly from the within the cargo
load. No need for swabbing. No need to reach surfaces
which might be unsearchable. No reliance on particle
events of low probability,
High Sensitivity (sub part per quadrillion) and
specificity (low false alarm), both rapidly improving as
technology develops and experience accumulates,
No alternative TSA approved method exists to monitor
a complete truck load as a unit, without going
through the lengthy and disruptive process of undoing
the load and checking the packages one by one,
Low global cost, fast analysis associated to whole
cargo monitoring, even when relying on a
sophisticated detector,
Minimizing delays and enabling 100% monitoring of
all aerial cargo,
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ACES operation
Cargo→ vapors trapped in filter
Filter is analyzed → automatic result is displayed

Sampler

Analyzer
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ACES ARCHITECTURE
• Direct ambient vapor detection (Sniffing) via sampling, desorbing,
ionizing , ion Mobility filtering and triple quad mass analyzing
• Focusing on Air Cargo Explosives Screener (ACES), sniffing the cargo
bay by sampling ~1 m3 of cargo air into a filter, and desorbing the filter
into a suitable Analyzer
Desorber
DMA

Triple quadrupole MS
Commercial: Sciex ‘s
API 5500: 3.4 lpm sample flow

Ionizer
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Mobility filter: DMA (Differential mobility analyzer)
Inlet slit for charged particles of several mobilities
Uniform flow at
velocity U

Sheath
flow
DMA outlet
electrode /
MS inlet disk

Laminarization screens
Mobility analysys

Ion path
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Exit hole of particles at mobility Z
= UΔ2/LVDMA

MS vacuum
interface

DMA inlet
electrode

To MS

• One more narrow band filter added in series to triple quadrupole: Same sensitivity
and measurement speed, but 50 increase in resolution
• DMA Resolution: 50-100; DMA transmission >50%
• Since ions need to be formed at atmospheric pressure, they may as well be used in
mobility separation for greater resolving power. DMA may be viewed as a fast ion
chromatograph substituting slower conventional chromatographies (LC or GC).
• DMA developed at SEADM. No alternative true mobility separation device coupled
commercially to MS is available
Fernández de la Mora et al. US patent 7,855,360, December 2010.
Rus et al. IMS-MS coupling a DMA to commercial API-MS systems, Int. J. Mass Spectrom, 298, 30,2010
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Sensitivity
SEDET tests show that explosives hidden in volumes up to 110 m3 generate
vapour pressures which are from 104 to 107 lower than the saturation value.
Taking into account the equilibrium vapour pressure of RDX, an effective
Vapour Screener requires a sensitivity of 0.01 ppq.
TRUCK

Human limit

ppm
Dog & IMS limit

ppb
ppt
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TNT
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Sensitivity reachable by EVDs (theory)
1 m3 of ambient air contains 2.7∙109 molecules of a
vapour present at a concentration of 0.1 ppq (10-16
atm).
Present technological measurement inefficiencies
are as follows: Ionization probability~ 10-3;
transmission in triple quadrupole~ 10-2 and filter
retention ~ 10%, so measurement losses are on the
order of 106.
Therefore, if 1 m3 is analyzed, around 2,700 ions
will be measured for an explosive with an
operational vapour pressure of 0.1 ppq (10-16 atm).
This number of ions is considerably above the
internal equipment noise, we conclude that
sensitivity of present MS technology allows
detection of vapours at concentrations of 0.1 ppq.
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False alarms: The resolution problem
• The real challenge is background noise from zillions of competing
species in the atmospheric background. The larger the sensitivity,
the greater the number of species with the same mass and the same
primary fragment masses as the explosive monitored.

• Our approach to deal with this challenge is the use of several filters
in series, all having relatively high transmission and resolution, all
shifting in synchrony from one explosive to the next:
– Mobility filter (DMA),
– Triple quadrupole filter
– Further resolving power is obtained via Differential thermal
desorbtion,
• Following slides will analyze the resolution increase process
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Differential thermal desorbtion

• Figure above presents a logarithmic plot of 2 filters, the blue taken from the
atmosphere, and the red from EGDN (X-Axis = seconds, Y-Axis = intensity relative
to the maximum of each filter).
• Temperature in the desorber passes through 4 periods (0s-30s, 30s-60s, 60s-100s,
100s-140s), each of them with a higher temperature.
• It can be seen that the main EGDN interferent found in the atmosphere has a very
distinct time profile from EGDN. This characteristic allows efficient separation. 11

Mobility filtering
• Figure on the right is a plot of an
atmospheric analysis; X-Axis is
mobility (Volts), Y-Axis is mass (m/z),
• The Figure presents the filtering
capability of the DMA: most species
are characterized as a single red dot,
well separated from competing
species with the same mass or
mobility,
• However, the DMA is not a perfect
filter: some ions appear at all
mobilities, although at lower
intensities than without DMA
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Mobility spectra

• Figure above presents a logarithmic mobility spectrum of the NG
channel, showing the analysis of 1 filter taken in presence of NG: the Yaxis is signal intensity at the NG mass, and the X-axis is mobility
measured in Volts,
• The left side of the Figure shows the filtering capability of the DMA: a
mobility separation of 50V reduces noise by a factor of 50, while signals
separated 90V are divided by a factor of 50,000
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ATMOSPHERIC INTERFERENTS

• Figure above shows a mobility spectra in the RDX channel, taken from an
atmospheric sample (no explosive present),
• An atmospheric interferent is present, peaking at at lower mobility than the
RDX (100 Volts). However, the tail of the interferent reaches the RDX
mobility, and consequently a slight signal is detected at the RDX mobility,
with the risk of launching a False Alarm,
• The DMA mobility filtering can be increased through software
developments. Latest ACES improvements have aimed at reduction of False
Alarms through an enhanced mobility filtering capability.
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DECONVOLUTION
• Figure on the right shows a
mobility spectra in the TNT
channel. Main signal is generated
by an atmospheric interferent
with a mobility peak 50 Volts
above the TNT peak,
• Intensity level at the TNT
mobility (0V) is dominated by the
interferent signal . However,
deconvolution allows to clearly
separate the interferent
contribution and the TNT
contribution.
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Timeframe
• The ACES screener has been operational for over one
year, with performances continuously improving,
• ACES is been evaluated by various EU certification
Authorities,
• Certification is the only pending barrier for
commercialization, and is slowly proceeding,
• Estimated time frame for deployment ~ 1 year
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